
.George-Hubbard - Re: Heavy Loads Telecon w/NEI - Decommissioning TWGP

From: Diane JacksonAJ, 
To: Brian Thomas, Chester Poslusny, Edward Throm, G...  
Date: Wed, Aug 18, 1999 3:51 PM 
Subject: Re: Heavy Loads Telecon w/NEI - Decommissioning TWG 

Rich, Ed, Glenn and I met with Gary this afternoon to discuss our status on heavy loads and Monday's call 

with NEI. Here's a summary of the meeting/ what we plan to tell NEI.  

At the workshop, NEI requested that we look at the upper bound values used in the PRA and to credit for 

-0612 actions. We committed to provide feedback shortly after. This telecon will fulfill that action.  

Ed went back and looked at information NEI had supplied (cask loads); new navy data, and information 
from NEI on our assumptions (100 lifts. etc) to recalculate. His estimate includes a single failure proof 

crane; And -0612 did give credit for action such as procedures, safeload paths, and training. The new 

point estimate mean is 1.0 E-6 (rather thaq 2.5E-6 from draft study). .4 

Based on the information we have available, tttis is the most accurate answer we can calculate. If a 
non-single failure proof crane was used, the answer would have been higher.  

We look forward to the NEI PRA paper that may provide additional information for us to consider during 

our review. They may also provide any additional information that they think we should consider.  

Since we using this information to risk-inform our process and are not basing any decision entirely on the 

risk assessment, we plan to use this risk information to help focus our efforts on appropriate criteria that is 

risk-informed and provide adequate defense in depth. NEI proposed that decommissioned plants will 

commit to Phase 1 and Phase 2. However, we are not at the point in our process of deciding on criteria.  
We will consider it when criteria are discussed.  

Provided below is the time and place for the telecon. Please let me know if you feel we need any 

additions or deletions. I think we should try to limit the discussion on the actual numbers.  

Diane 

>>> William Huffman 08/17 8:52 AM >>> 
To: Ed Throm 

Brian Thomas 
Phil Ray 
Diane Jackson, et. al 

I have set up a conference call with NEI to continue discussions on the treatment of heavy loads at 

decommissioning nuclear power plants. The call will be made at 10:00 am on Monday August 23 from 

conference room 0-11 B6. I have already canvassed most of you and confirmed availability to support 
this telecon. Please let me if for some good reason, you can't attend. Thanks ------------ Bill

John Hannon, Michael Masnik, Richard Barrett, R...
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